A difficult step in the derivation of the strong forms of the Cauchy theorem, Green's lemma, and related theorems from the corresponding weak forms is the construction, for a given rectifiable Jordan curve J, of a sequence of Jordan polygons lying interior to /, converging to J", and having uniformly bounded lengths. This note presents what the author believes to be a simpler elementary construction of this sequence than any hitherto available (see [l, 2] 1 and the bibliographies at the ends of these papers). We shall illustrate its use by proving the strong Cauchy theorem.
L. H. LOOMIS
[December that P depends on N, although it is not explicit in the notation. Let q n be a point of / in S n nearest to /", and let q n t n be the perpendicular dropped from q n to l n (t n on l n ). Because of the definition of the q's no two distinct segments qj n and q m t m can intersect except possibly in a common end point; in particular, the order of the t n on P is the same as that of the q n on 7*.
As a general remark, the squares touching any S n have a total of 24 edges, so that, for some k â 24, S n+ u does not touch S n and the length of the arc q n q n +h of / is at least 2~N. Thus if indices ni are chosen so that 24^#< +1 -»»•<48 fori = 0, • • • , IT-lsLndt no^t n K sss to 1 then the length of the arc 5n t <Zn»+i °f J ' 1S at l east 2~* and the length of the arc t ni t ni+1 of P is at most 48/2*. If d is the Jordan curve consisting of these two arcs and the two segments q ni tm, S*,-+A»+i>
ÊUd) £S1-L(J).
We can now apply the device of Newman [3, p. 156] to prove the strong Cauchy theorem.
THEOREM. Iff(z) is analytic interior to J and continuous on J plus its interior, then fjf(z)dz = 0.
The distance from q n{ to q ni+l is for every i at most 50/2*, and since / is rectifiable it follows that given ô there is an N such that for every i one of the two arcs determined on / by q n{ and g n4 +i has length at most Ô. But this must be the arc we have called q ni qn i+ i (containing q; for niSjï&ni+i); for the length of its complementary arc on J is at least l/48th of the length of the major arc of the points t n . and tn i+1 on P, and since the square C lies interior to P this length is bounded below by one-half the length of the perimeter of C. Thus the maximum diameter of the curves d approaches 0 as i V"-» oo and since f(z) is uniformly continuous on J plus its interior, there exists for every € an N such that |f(z) -/(/ w ,) | <€ for all z on d. Now fjf{z)dz^Y^"" 1 Jc i f{z)dz i for the difference between these two integrals consists of fp t which is 0 by hypothesis, and the integrals over the segments p ni t n o which are traced once in each direction and so cancel. Since fcj(t ni )dz -f{t n^J cidz = 0, this implies that jr-i
•£«-51L (7) for every e; thus fjf(z)dz~0.
